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Abstract:Sparse array can reduce the construction cost and complexity when the array size
becomes large. In this paper, two types of ultra-large sparse planar antenna arrays are
designed using density-tapered method. They are respectively the sparse array whose array
element positions are selected at the grid point and the sparse array whose array element
positions are randomly placed within the aperture range. By comparing with the uniform
random plane antenna array, several important conclusions about designing the array by
density tapering method are obtained. It is concluded that the performance of non-uniform
density weighted array is better than that of uniform random array. The effect of array
element number and sparsity on array performance is also analyzed.

1. Introduction

Reducing the sidelobe of antenna array pattern is an important problem in antenna array design. For
small and medium-sized antenna arrays, satisfactory results can be obtained by using genetic
algorithm, particle swarm optimization algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm. However, for
a very large antenna array, because the number of variables to be optimized increases sharply, the
array layout using the above method will encounter problems such as large amount of calculation,
long consumption time and easy to fall into local optimal results. Therefore, the density-tapered
method is used to reduce the sidelobe of the VLA. Each antenna of the density-tapered array
transmits the same power as the transmitting array element and adopts the same amplitude
weighting as the receiving array element. Density-tapered antenna array simulates the amplitude
weighting of uniform full array by density weighting of array elements in position, so the array
element spacing of density-tapered antenna array is not equal, and the average array element
spacing near the center of the array is smaller, while the average array element spacing far from the
center of the array is larger.

In this paper, the sparse array whose element’s positions are limited to raster points and the
sparse array whose elements can be randomly placed within the aperture range are designed by
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density-tapered method. Firstly, the angular resolution and sidelobe level of the density-tapered
antenna arrays were analyzed. Then, by changing the number of array elements, the influence of the
elements number on the angular resolution and the level of sidelobe of the antenna array is analyzed.
Finally, the effect of sparsity on the performance of planar antenna array is studied under the
condition that the number of array elements is not changed. At the end of this paper, several
important conclusions about designing arrays with density-tapered method are summarized, which
provides a reference for designing very large scale planar antenna arrays.

2. Problem Formulation

Suppose that the array works in the far-field and narrow-band conditions and that each antenna
array element is the omnidirectional radiating antenna. The geometric model of uniform full-array
is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Geometric model of uniform full-array.
Array elements are placed in the X-O-Y plane. The angle between the direction of the signal source
and the normal direction of the antenna plane and the positive direction of the x-axis is θ and φ,
respectively. The pattern of the array can be expressed as:
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Where 0 0sin cos sin cosu      , θ is the pitch Angle of the array, φ is the azimuth Angle of the
array , and 0 0sin sin sin sinv      If there is no special statement, θ0=φ0=0.

In this paper, thinned planar arrays are divided into two types, one of which is called selected sparse
arrays (SSA) whose element’s positions are limited to raster points, and the other is called randomly
placed sparse arrays (RSA) whose array element positions are randomly placed within the aperture
range,. The difference between these two sparse arrays is vividly illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Geometric model of SSA and RSA.
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The different methods to design these two kinds of arrays will be introduced in the third part of this
paper.

3. Design SSA and RSA

3.1. Generation of SSA

The SSA can be generated by selecting elements from uniform full-array whose spacing between
array elements is half of the wavelength. As described in Figure 2, when the array element is
selected, the corresponding position is set to "on"; when the array element is not selected, the
corresponding position is set to "off" . Suppose that the control variable of the array element is S,
and the weighted normalized amplitude of the uniform full-array is A. If the size of array is (M×

0.5λ)× (N×0.5λ) m2, S can be expressed as:
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Where rand is a random number evenly distributed between 0 and 1, and k is used to control the
sparsity of the array. For a particular amplitude weighting, the sparsity can be calculated by
following formula:
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For example, suppose the amplitude of the uniform full-array is weighted by:

  2 20.5 0.5, cos cosm M n NA mn
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(4)

and the sparsity is set to 0.2, the result of k is k = 4×ηs =0.8
The pattern of SSA can be expressed as：
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Where 1 ≤ u ≤ 1 and 1 ≤ v ≤ 1.

3.2. Generation of RSA

Random placement doesn't mean setting elements at liberty. The position of sparse array elements is
a random variable, and its distribution obeys a specific probability density function. Generating
random numbers with probability density function to f(x) that x is in the range of a to b by 0-1
uniform distribution can be divided into three steps:
 Calculate the indefinite integral F(x).
 Generate the uniformly distributed random number y that ranges from F(a) to F(b).
 Solve F(x) = y to get the value of x.

For example, if f (x) = cos2 (πx / 2), -1 ≤ x ≤ 1, and the aperture of the array is L × L, the
position of the m-th (m = 1, 2,··· , MR) element on the x-axis is obtained by the following
equations:

 sin 1
2 2 2
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rand
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(7)
The determination of the position of this element on the y-axis is similar to that on the x-axis.

The formula for calculating the sparsity of RSA is:
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Where MR is the total number of elements in planar sparse array.
The pattern of SSA can be expressed as:
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4. Experiment and Analysis

In this section, the half power beamwidth (HPBW) and the highest peak sidelobe level (PSLL) of
SSA and RSA are obtained by numerical simulation. The number of array elements changes from
256 to 16384, and the sparsity of the array changes from 0.25 to 0.0001. The wavelength used is
λ=0.05m. FFT technology is used to accelerate the computation speed when calculating the pattern
of SSA. When analyzing the performance of the array, the maximum value of two cross sections
that φ = 0 and φ = 90 are used. In the simulation experiment, two density weighting functions are
used to generate SSA and RSA. One is cos2 (x) function and the other is uniform random function
(URF).

By changing the number of elements and calculating the PSLL of the pattern, we can observe the
effect of the number of elements on the PSLL, as shown in Figure 3. The PSLL of SSA and RSA
generated by uniform random function does not change obviously with the number of array
elements. The PSLL of SSA and RSA generated by cos2(x) function decreases with the increase of
the number of array elements. This shows that the non-uniform density weighting method can
improve the performance of sparse array.

Figure 3: Effect of element number on PSLL.

When the sparsity of SSA and RSA is constant, change the number of array elements and
calculate the HPBW of SSA and RSA, we can see how HPBW changes with the number of array
elements, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Effect of element number on HPBW.

It can be seen that the HPBW of SSA and RSA generated by uniform random function is smaller
than that generated by cos2 (x) density weighting function. With the increase of the number of array
elements, the aperture of the array becomes larger, and the directional resolution ability of the array
is improved.

In order to study the change of PSLL and HPBW with sparsity when the number of elements is
fixed, the number of elements of the thinned sparse array is set to 1024, and the sparsity changes
from 0.25 to 0.0001. It should be noted that the SSA generated by the density-tapered method is
random, and the number of elements is not strictly equal to 1024. The element’s number of RSA is
strictly equal to 1024. The results are summarized in table 1. The positions of the elements are
generated by the density weighting function cos2 (x).

Table 1: Pattern index of SSA and RSA with element number of 1024.

Performance index
Sparsity of density-tapered array

0.25 0.2 0.15 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001

PSLL of SSA (dB) -19.89 -19.21 -18.76 -19.06 -18.23 -16.41 -15.29
PSLL of RSA (dB) -23.46 -23.0 -23.46 -22.31 -22.31 -21.98 -21.98
HPBW of SSA ( ) 2.582 2.266 2.054 1.664 0.5213 0.1705 0.0486
HPBW of RSA ( ) 2.688 2.389 2.072 1.703 0.5344 0.1684 0.0526

It can be seen that with the decrease of sparsity, the PSLL of SSA and RSA will be higher and
higher. This indicates that if we want to keep the performance of the sparse array, the aperture of
the array cannot be expanded without limitation. The maximum array arrangement can be obtained
by density-tapered method.

The density-tapered method is suitable for designing ultra large planar antenna arrays, which
has been used to design SSA with hundreds of elements. In this paper, SSA and RSA with 16384
elements are simulated and analyzed, and good results are achieved. The beam patterns of SSA and
RSA with 16348 elements whose sparsity is 0.0001 are shown in Figure 5.
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It can be seen that the psll of RSA is lower than that of SSA. When the number of array elements
becomes large, the psll of the array will become very low, although the array has become very
sparse.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5: Beam patterns of SSA and RSA with 16348 elements.

5. Conclusions

By analyzing the data in the fourth part, some meaningful conclusions can be obtained. Although
these data are not obtained by the average value after many experiments, the probability of extreme
cases is very small because of the large number of array elements.
 The position of RSA has no space limitation, and can better simulate the amplitude weighting

of full array, so the PSLL performance of RSA is better than that of SSA.
 With the same sparsity, the more actual number of elements is, the lower the PSLL will be.

However, the PSLL of uniform density weighted sparse array is basically maintained at a
certain level. It is shown that the performance of sparse array with uniform random distribution
of element position is inferior to that of non-uniform density weighted array.

 With the same number of array elements, as the array becomes thinner, the performance of the
PSLL of the cos2(x) density weighted sparse array tends to deteriorate on the whole. Therefore,
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the maximum aperture array with a fixed number of array elements can be found, which can
provide a reference for the actual construction.

 The angular resolution of non-uniformly density taper array is not as good as that of uniform
random array. And with the increase of aperture, the antenna array can distinguish targets with
smaller angle difference.
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